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On Febraury 27, 1987, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) announced, in the

Federal Register (52 FR 39:5992), its intention to revise the definition of

"high-level" radioactive waste." Enclosed are my thoughts on this critical issue.

"HIGH LEVEL" WASTE

If irradiated fuel assemblies are disassembled for rod consolidation or repressing,

the hardware that is removed could be reclassified as "low-level" waste. It is

currently considered high-level because it is part of the fuel assembly. This

metal, like primary system componets and piping, has been bombarded with neutrons

and is comtaminated with Niobium-94 and Nickel-59, which have half-lives in the

tens of thousands of years. As the metal rusts and corrudes, those radionuclides

will be released into the environment. Such wastes should not be in the "low-

level" category.

A serious problem with both of the NRC's definitions is that they require all

high-level wastes to be both long-lived (thousands of years hazardous life) AND

highly radioactive. Highly radioactive materals such as Cesium-137 (half life

30 years) and Strontium-90 (half life 28 years) are not considered high-level
waste even though they require isolation for hundreds of years. Either one of

these characteristics alone, highly radioactive or long-lived, should be suffic-

ient for waste to be considered high-level and therefore, require permanent

isolation. I request the NRC to adapt such a definition for high-level waste.

"LOW LEVEL" WASTE

If portions of the "low-level" waste category are redefined as high-level waste,

states' responsibilities would be significantly reduced. This is justifiable
because states have no authority over the production of the vast majority of the

long-lived radioactive waste produced within their boundaries i.e. the waste
generated by nuclear power plants which are federally licensed with minimal state

approval or control. Most states are not able to isolate materials from the

environment for hundreds to hundreds of thousands of years. Even the Federal

government has not succeeded--many dumps have leaked in less than 20 years. It

will require a unified national effort to completely isolate long-lived material

from the environment with zero-leakage. If you want the states to handle this

waste then give the Governors the right by law to independently close or dis-

approve operation of their local Nuclear Plant i.e. (Cuomo & Dukakis). That

would only be fair.
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In my opinion some examples of "low-level" radioactive wastes which are intensely
radioactive or contain long-lived radionuclides, or both, and should be re-
classified into the high-level waste category are:

Contaminated and Activated Metals such as:
Reactor Pressure Vessels
Reactor Shrouds
Irradiated Primary System Componets and Piping
Other reactor internals
Tanks that are used to store reprocessing liquids and sludges
Poison Curtains from reactor cores and irradiated fuel pools
Control Rods from reactor cores
Resins, Sludges, Evaporator Bottoms, Filters from cleansing the reactor water
Materials bound to chelating agents (solvents)
(Chelating agents keep radioactive materials in solution, accelerating
migration from disposal sites. They are persistent, so don't readily break
down in nature. Chelating agents should be segregated from other radioactive
waste. We may not want these in the high-level dump but they do not belong
in "low-level" dumps either.

CONCLUSION

Let us not be miopic on this critical Environmentally Catastrophic problem that
could effect several future generations. They will be the ones who will deter-
mine for history the wisdom of your decision.
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